In this research, using an approximate analytical method, vibration analysis of a 3-PRP (active prismatic-P, passive revolute-R, passive prismatic-P) planar parallel robot having a flexible moving platform is presented. A specific architecture of the 3-PRP parallel robot, also known as the ST (Star-Triangle) parallel robot, is considered. The moving platform of the robot, called the star, is assumed to be made of three flexible beams shaped like a star. For analytical modeling, each of the three beams of the star is assumed to be a discrete Euler-Bernoulli beam with a passive prismatic joint. Continuity equations at the center of the star are used to relate vibrations of the three beams. The vibration behavior of each beam is modeled using previously developed constrained motion equations for a planar Euler-Bernoulli beam having a prismatic joint. In this paper, previously presented "constrained assumed modes method" is further developed to solve the constrained motion equation for the ST parallel robot. The solution method is used to obtain the vibration of the robot for the inverse dynamics problem and simultaneously provides generalized constraint forces. Furthermore, the solution method can be used for the direct dynamics problem of the ST robot. Several input trajectories are considered to investigate the different behavior for the center of the star. For each of the trajectories, three different groups of mode shapes are considered and their vibrational responses are compared. In this research, for the first time, effects of the passive prismatic joint parameters such as mass, rotational moment of inertia, and its actual length are considered in an analytical model. Finally, the analytical solution and a FEM (Finite Element Method) software solution are compared.
Introduction
The use of parallel robots continues to grow in industrial applications. Higher speed and higher accuracy as well as higher stiffness to weight ratio and strength to weight ratio are some of the reasons why parallel robots have found a wide spectrum of applications. Microsurgery, space robotics, maintenance of nuclear plants, and high-speed pick and place tasks represent some of the applications commonly used by the parallel robots. Because of the requirements for high-speed and high-acceleration, links of the parallel robots are constructed with lightweight materials which can result in undesirable vibration. In this research, we focus on vibration analysis of the parallel robots in which its moving platform is flexible and has passive prismatic joint(s). Specially, a 3-PRP (active prismatic-P, passive revolute-R, passive prismatic-P) parallel robot is the subject of this research.
Many researchers have studied and modeled dynamic motion of the flexible manipulators. Several methods are used such as assumed mode method (AMM), finite element method (FEM), and lumped parameter modeling. However, complicated geometries and multiple kinematic chains of the parallel robots result in complicated kinematics and dynamics analysis. Consequently, analytical or approximate analytical methods are less used for vibration analysis of flexible parallel robots. Many researchers have used FEM for deriving dynamic equations of motion and perform vibration analysis of flexible parallel robots. Fattah et al. 1, 2 presented kinematics and dynamics of a 3-RRS spatial flexible parallel robot, respectively. They used finite elements for the discretization of the flexible links. Fattah et al. 3 performed a dynamic analysis of a flexible-link planar parallel manipulator in Cartesian space using FEM. Fattah et al. [1] [2] [3] use the potential energy of a beam element to include the effect of the flexibility of a "planar beam-shaped flexible links." Piras et al. 4 presented a dynamic analysis of a planar 3-PRR flexible parallel robot using FEM, and investigated effect of high-speed motion on the vibrations of the robot. In ref. [5] , dynamic modeling of a flexiblelink planar parallel platform is performed using a sub-structuring approach and the Lagrange finite element formulation are used to model flexible linkages. Zhaocai and Yueqing 6 present a method for dynamic modeling of flexible parallel robots with rigid moving platform using FEM. This reference uses kineto-elastodynamics theory and Timoshenko beam theory to derive the motion equations. In ref. [7] , vibration analysis of a flexible 3-PRS parallel robot is presented using FEM. Shan-zeng et al. 8 modeled 3-RRS parallel robot and solved its dynamic equations using the Newmark numerical method.
Some researchers used analytical methods for vibration analysis of flexible parallel robots. Kang and Mills 9 and Zhang et al. 10 presented a linearized analytical model for a planar 3-PRR flexible parallel robot using AMM. Lagrange's multipliers are used in their dynamic equations. Giovagnoni 11 used the principle of virtual work and presented a general method for dynamic analysis of flexible closed-chain manipulators. Lee and Geng 12 presented a dynamic model for a flexible Stewart parallel robot. Dwivedy and Eberhard 13 presented a literature review for dynamic modeling of flexible manipulators. In addition to dynamic modeling, many researchers have presented vibration control of flexible parallel robots. For example, Kang and Mills 9 and Zhang et al. 10 performed active vibration control for a planar 3-PRR flexible parallel robot using PZT (piezoelectric) actuators.
In general, vibration analysis of flexible parallel robots with prismatic joints is relatively complicated as the passive prismatic joints result in time-varying boundary conditions or holonomic constraints on the flexible links. To the best of the author's knowledge, aside from a few FEM studies, there exists only one approximate analytical study on vibration analysis of flexible parallel robots with passive prismatic joints. 14 Authors of the present paper have presented a motion equation in variational form for vibration of an Euler-Bernoulli beam having a passive prismatic joint. 14 The flexible beam is used as a moving platform for a PR-PRP parallel robot. In refs. [14] and [15] , solution of the motion equation is performed using a constrained assumed modes method. In traditional assumed modes method, each of the assumed mode shapes must satisfy all the geometrical boundary conditions. However, using the constrained assumed modes method, the assumed mode shapes each satisfy only time-invariant boundary conditions and do not satisfy time-variant geometrical boundary conditions. Instead, by writing additional time-variant constraint equations, the combination of the assumed modes will satisfy the time-variant geometrical boundary conditions. Ibrahimbegovic and Mamouri 16 presented a discussion about finite element implementation of internal holonomic constraints in a beam model. Constraint relationships are written for revolute and prismatic joints. Bauchau 17 performed modeling of prismatic joints for flexible multi-body systems using FEM. Ibrahimbegovic and Mamouri 16 and Bauchau 17 use the finite element method and beam element. Including the passive prismatic joint parameters such as mass, moment of inertia, and its actual length increases the challenges for dynamic modeling of the flexible parallel robots. Stoenescu and Marghitu 18 investigated rigid planar kinematic chains and showed that the moment of inertia effect for prismatic joints can be significant at high speeds. The dynamic effect of the passive prismatic joint length is investigated on the vibration response for the PR-PRP parallel robot. 14 Dynamic modeling, vibration analysis, and control of flexible-link manipulators are still open fields for recent researches. In ref. [21] , each flexible link is modeled as a six-dimensional generalized spring (concept of generalized spring). In ref. [22] , a novel method for dynamic modeling of 3-D robots with large displacements and small elastic deformations is developed by means of an Equivalent Rigid Link System (ERLS) approach. 22 Mosayebi et al. 23 and Staufer and Gattringer 24 present methods to estimate the state of the elastic degrees of freedom for flexible-link manipulators.
Considering the existing body of literature on flexible parallel manipulators, it may be concluded that: 1. Analytical methods are less used and most researchers used FEM or other numerical methods for the vibration solution of parallel robots. 2. There are few FEM existing studies on flexible parallel robots with prismatic joints. There is only one existing approximate analytical study where the moving platform is flexible and has passive prismatic joint. 3. The effect of mass, moment of inertia, and actual length of the prismatic joint on the vibration response is not considered in analytical methods.
The present study aims to offer certain advantages for each of the above three shortcomings. To do this, a 3-PRP parallel robot with a flexible moving platform and passive prismatic joints is considered. The 3-PRP parallel robot presented in this research has three symmetric closed-loop chains. Each chain consists of an active prismatic joint (P), a passive revolute joint (R), and a passive prismatic joint (P).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, robot structure is introduced. In Section 3, kinematics of the robot is presented. In Section 4, constraint equations for the center of the moving star is developed. In Section 5, effect of vibration of the moving platform on axial acceleration of the beams is investigated. In Section 6, motion equations are developed and the motion constraints are incorporated into the motion equation. In Section 7, an approximate analytical solution for the motion equations using the "constrained assumed modes method" is presented. In Section 8, numerical results of four case studies are presented. In Section 9, a discussion about mode shape selection and its effect on the correctness and accuracy of the approximate analytical solution is presented. In Section 10, concluding remarks are presented.
Robot Structure
There are two main types of planar 3-PRP parallel robots. The first 3-PRP parallel robot is known as DT (double-triangle). 19 The moving platform of this type is made of three beams formed like a triangle. The second planar 3-PRP parallel robot is known as ST (star-triangle) and is shown in Fig. 1 . 20 This robot can be used for machining mechanisms because of its positioning accuracy and resolution capability; see ref. [20] . The planar 3-PRP parallel robot has three degrees of freedom. The subject of the present investigation is the ST parallel robot. The ST parallel robot has three active prismatic joints which slide on its rigid triangular base. In the structure shown in Fig. 1 , three motors drive the three active prismatic joints using three ball screw rods mounted on the triangular base. The moving platform of the robot is made of three beams formed like a star. It is assumed that the three beams are flexible. Therefore, the moving platform of this robot is flexible. Additionally, it is assumed that the three beams have the same physical and geometrical properties. The angle between each two branches of the star is assumed to be 120
• . Each of the three beams is joined to the rigid triangular base using a group of PRP joints. Finally, the rigid base is assumed to be an equilateral triangle.
A general model of the ST robot in its start configuration is shown in Fig. 2(a) . At the start of motion, the robot has no deformation. Center of the moving star and the center of the fixed triangular base coincide. Each of the three beams of the moving star intersects the corresponding side of the fixed base at its midpoint.
To obtain an analytical model for vibration analysis, the three branches of the moving platform are considered. The three branches, also referred to as beams 1, 2, and 3, are each modeled as a discrete Euler-Bernoulli beam with a prismatic joint. For beams 1, 2, and 3, a rigid body coordinate system is considered as x 1 w 1 , x 2 w 2 , and x 3 w 3 , respectively. See Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The three rigid body coordinate systems are each attached to the rigid configuration of the corresponding beam. Center of the moving star at its rigid and deformed configurations are called G and G , respectively. Origins of the three coordinate systems are located at point G. The direction of each x-axis is along its corresponding rigid beam and passes through its revolute joint. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 2 , a fixed coordinate system, XY with its origin O at the center of the equilateral triangle is defined.
In this paper, in order to focus on off-load behavior of the robot's working point, point G, it is assumed that the end effector has zero concentrated inertia and experiences zero external load. As stated earlier, each branch of the moving platform is assumed to be an Euler-Bernoulli beam. Therefore, the effects of the shear deformation and the rotational inertia moment are not considered in the motion equation of the beam element. Additionally, the magnitude and slope angle of the beam deformation are assumed to be small.
The ST Robot Kinematics
To perform vibration analysis for the ST robot, an analytical motion equation is written for an assumed element of the flexible moving platform. The acceleration term of the assumed element in the motion equation contains both rigid and flexible body accelerations. It is the rigid body motion that induces the flexible body motion. Due to geometric conditions and control strategies for a given motion, inverse or direct kinematics can be employed for its acceleration analysis needed in dynamics and control. In this research, it is assumed that input trajectories of the active joints can be obtained without any significant error by the motor drive system and therefore vibration of the ST robot at points I, J, and K are assumed to be zero. Consequently, by specifying input trajectories s 1 (t), s 2 (t), and s 3 (t) that represent the motion of the three actuated prismatic joints, the rigid body motion can be obtained using direct dynamics. By supplying the rigid body motion to the motion equation, the flexible body motion is obtained.
In this section, rigid acceleration of the element is obtained by specifying the three actuated prismatic joint trajectories s 1 (t), s 2 (t), and s 3 (t). To do this, the direct kinematics of the ST robot must be solved. In the direct kinematics problem, trajectories of the actuated prismatic joints are specified and position trajectory of point G as well as the orientation trajectory of the moving star is determined. Consider Figs. 2(a) and 3 . Center of the rigid moving star, point G, represents the working point or where the end-effector is attached to the robot. Given the actuated joint trajectories, positions of the revolute joints, i.e. points I, J, and K on the fixed triangular base are determined. Position vectors of these points in the fixed coordinate system, XY are as follows:
Having the positions of points I, J, and K, vectors − → I J , − → J K, and − → KI can be written as
Consider vectors − → I J , − → J K, and − → KI . The loci of point G such that each of I GJ , J GK, and KGI equals 120
• are three arcs of three circles (Fig. 3) . The cross section of any of these two arcs uniquely identifies the working point of the robot, point G. For example, by specifying the positions of points I, J and I GJ = 120
• , the position of point G will fall on circular arc I GJ . Additionally, by specifying positions of points J, K and of J GK = 120
• , the position of point G will also fall on circular arc J GK. Therefore, intersection of these two arcs will yield the position of point G and insure that I GJ and J GK are both equal to 120
• . Consequently, KGI will also equal to 120
• . Radiuses of the mentioned arcs are obtained using the geometry of the central angle, inscribed angle, and triangle. For example in Fig. 3 , consider the circle with center point C I J . Since the inscribed I GJ is equal to 120
• , the central I C I J J in I C I J J will also equal to 120
• . Then, for the isosceles I C I J J , we
Therefore, for the circles with center points C I J and C J K , we have
Position vectors for the arc centers containing the vectors − → I J and − → J K can be written as
Vibration of 3-PRP robot with flexible moving platform Using the position of point G and the center of the circles, we can write
By solving Eq. (7), the position vector − − → OG is obtained. Then, by taking time derivative, acceleration of point G, a G is obtained as
In Fig. 2 (b), parameter θ represents the angular position, orientation of the moving star and is computed as follows:
in which, slope( − → GI ) represents slope of vector − → GI . Therefore, using Eq. (9), at the start configuration of the robot, angle θ is zero. By taking the first and second time derivatives of Eq. (9), angular velocity and acceleration of rigid motion of the moving platform can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , length of vectors − → GI , − → GJ , and − − → GK represent positions of the passive prismatic joints in the rigid body coordinate systems, x 1 w 1 , x 2 w 2 , and x 3 w 3 , as x p1 , x p2 , and x p3 respectively. Because the vibration amplitude and the slope angle of deformation are small, the distance between points G and G is very small compared with the length of vectors − → GI , − → GJ , and − − → GK. Therefore, the lengths of vectors − → G I , − − → G J , and − − → G K are assumed to be equal to the length of vectors − → GI , − → GJ , and − − → GK. Therefore,
Upon obtaining rigid acceleration of point G, Eq. (8), the rigid acceleration of each point or element of the moving platform can be obtained. Consider an element on the beam number i, the rigid acceleration components in directions x i and w i are a xi and a wi respectively. Therefore, we can write
in whichê xi andê wi are the unit vectors in directions x i and w i respectively.
Constraint Equations for Center of the Moving Star
In Fig. 4 , vector w G , representing elastic displacement of the center of the star, is shown in coordinate systems x i w i . Parameters w G and ψ represent the norm of vector w G and its angle with the w 1 -axis, respectively. Required components are obtained by multiplying norm of vector w G by cosine of its angle with x i and w i axes. If components of elastic displacement, w G , in directions x i and w i are represented with x iG and w iG respectively, we can write
Note that w i represents transverse vibration 25 in body coordinate system x i w i . By summing the three equations in Eq. (13) and next, the three equations in Eq. (14), we can write
Equation (16) represents a constraint equation for the transverse vibrations of the three beams at junction point, G. Additional constraint equations can be written at junction point, G. Note that three beams of the moving platform are assumed to be welded together at point G. Therefore, for both the rigid as well as the flexible moving platform, the angles between the lines starting at point G and tangent to the three beams remain at the constant value of 120
• . Therefore, two additional constraint equations can be written as
Effect of Vibrating Motion of the Moving Platform on the Beams Axial Acceleration
The three beams of the moving platform are assumed to be axially rigid. As stated in Section 3, due to rigid body motion of the robot, the rigid acceleration of each element of the beam in direction x i is defined as a xi (Eq. (11)). Consider Fig. 2(b) . Vibration of the moving platform causes point G to reach to point G . This elastic displacement causes additional axial motion of each beam which must be added to the rigid axial displacement x iG . Therefore, axial acceleration of each element of the moving platform has an additional component due to the vibrating motion of the moving platform. This introduces few nonlinear terms in the motion equations which will be further discussed in later sections. From the three equations of Eq. (14), expressions cos(ψ), sin(ψ), and w G are obtained in terms of w 1G , w 2G , and w 3G and substituted into Eq. (13). Therefore, x 1G , x 2G , and x 3G in Eq. (13) are obtained in terms of w 1G , w 2G , and w 3G as follows:
By differentiating the above equation, we havë
in whichẍ iG is relative axial acceleration due to elastic motion with respect to the x i w i body coordinate system. Note that the beams are assumed to be axially rigid. Therefore, for any beam, the values of x iG are equal for all of its elements. This means that in addition to point G, Eq. (19) may also be used to show the relative axial acceleration for any element of each beam. Consider Fig. 5 . To obtain the axial inertia force acting on the beam at an arbitrary position x i , the part of the beam on the right side of the element is considered. Point D represents the center of mass of the beam on the right side of the element. For the beam element at x i position, the rigid axial acceleration was shown in Eq. (11) . Then, the rigid axial acceleration at direction
Using the above equation, the total axial acceleration for point D in x i direction can be obtained by summing axial acceleration due to rigid and elastic motion as
, t)θ +ẍ iG ) is the axial acceleration of point D due to elastic and rotational motions of the x i w i body coordinate system. Equation (21) can be used for computing the axial inertia force in each beam. In Fig. 5 , parameters T, V, and M represent the inertia axial force, shear force, and bending moment respectively. Parameter θ i represents the slope angle of deformation of beam i.
Motion Equation and Applying the Constraints
Robot dynamics can be viewed as both direct and inverse dynamic problems. In the direct dynamics, motor torques/forces are supplied and resulting robot motion is obtained. Conversely, in the inverse dynamic problem, motion of the robot is supplied and required motor torques/forces are obtained. In this section, dynamic model of the ST robot is obtained which can be used for both the direct and inverse dynamic problems.
Authors of the present paper in ref. [14] have presented a differential equation for planar vibrating motion of an Euler-Bernoulli beam having a prismatic joint. The authors assumed both vibration amplitude and slope angle of deformation to be small in their analytical model. Additionally, similar to the present study, the differential equation was written using a rigid body coordinate system. In the present research, the same motion equation and solution method presented in ref. [14] are used and relevant constraint equations are added to the motion equation using Lagrange's multipliers. Therefore, the motion equation for the ST robot for an element at x i position can be written as
in which (∂ 2 w i /∂t 2 + x iGθ − w iθ 2 + 2ẋ iGθ ) is the vertical acceleration of the element due to elastic and rotational motion of the x i w i body coordinate system. Parameters x pi , a wi (x i , t), and a xi (x i , t) are determined by Eqs. (10), (12) , and (21) respectively. Parameters ρ, EI , and L are mass per length, bending rigidity, and beam length, respectively, and are equal for all the three beams. Parameter F pi is the normal force that is applied on beam i at x i = x pi by the prismatic joint. It is assumed that all friction forces are negligible. The term
) used in Eq. (22) represents the variation of the axial inertia force in vibration direction, vertical direction, of beam
Vibration of 3-PRP robot with flexible moving platform 79 be written as The value of the above nonlinear expression is small due to the assumption of small slope angle for the beams' deformation.
14 Therefore, comparing with other terms of Eq. (22), the expression shown in Eq. (23) may be neglected. However, it should be noted that although the inertia force of each beam acting on point G, ρ(L − 0)a xi (0, t), is insignificant, its effect on the transverse vibration of the other two beams is significant. See Fig. 6 . This effect must be considered using a suitable method.
To consider the effect of the inertia force on the transverse vibration of the other two beams, constraint Eqs. (18) is written in the form of virtual displacement as
in which parameters F ix are proper Lagrange's multipliers that represent the axial inertia forces at the center of the star. Also from Eq. (17), we have 
Also, from Eq. (16) we have in which F w is a proper Lagrange's multiplier that represents a shear force at the center of the star. Additional constraints can be written for displacement of the positions on the moving platform where the prismatic joints are located, as
The above constraint equation is already applied in Eq. (22 
in which the Lagrange's multipliers F R pi and F L pi represent normal surface forces that are applied to the beam by the prismatic joint at its right and left edges, respectively (Fig. 7(b) ).
Next, the effect of rotational inertia of the prismatic joints in the dynamic model is considered as
in which M pi is a Lagrange's multiplier and represents the moment that the beam applies on the corresponding prismatic joint. According to constraint Eq. (24), the axial displacements of beams x iG are included in the dynamic model. Then, to solve for x iG , motion equations for axial motion of the beams are obtained by considering the virtual work principle, Eqs. (21) and (24) as
Similarly, according to constraint Eq. (29), the angular positions of prismatic joints θ pi are included in the dynamic model. Then, to solve for θ pi , motion differential equations for angular motion of the
in which J p is rotational moment of each passive prismatic joint. This differential equation, Eq. (31), is a motion equation for the rotational motion of the prismatic joints. By simultaneously solving Eq. (31) with other motion and constraint equations, the effect of rotational inertia moment of the prismatic joints on the vibration of the moving platform is considered in the dynamic model. Neglecting the small terms (Eq. (23)), and applying the constraint equations by the Lagrange's multipliers method (Eqs. (24)- (29)), the vibrational motion equation for each beam of the moving platform (Eq. (22)) can be written as
× and, ifindex {i + (1 or 2)} > 3 then {i + 1 or 2} = {i + (1 or 2) − 3} .
To obtain the vibration response of the ST robot, the motion equations, Eqs. (30)-(32), must be simultaneously solved with the constraint equations, Eqs. (24)-(29). Upon solving these equations, parameters F pi and θ pi are determined. In addition, by specifying mass of the prismatic joints, required driving forces, F ai , can be determined as follows:
in which parameters m pp and m pa represent masses for the passive and the active prismatic joints, respectively. Note that the two prismatic joints are joined by a revolute joint (see Fig. 7(a) ). Upon obtaining F ai , the inverse dynamics problem of the ST robot is solved. It should be noted that the same formulation allows solving for the direct dynamics problem of the robot. This may be accomplished by specifying the driving forces, F ai , in Eq. (33) and solving a new set of motion equations, Eqs. 
Solution of the Motion Equations
In this section, the "constrained assumed modes method" is further developed to solve the derived motion equations of the ST parallel robot. Consider the ST robot in its rigid case. This robot has three modes of operation, pure rotation, pure translation, and mixed type, which includes both rotation and translation of the moving platform. In pure rotational mode, the center of the star, point G, remains fixed and the star does a rotational motion about G. In translational mode, the angular position is fixed, and the star does a translational motion. In the flexible case, the same modes of operation are also investigated. The four different motion types induce different acceleration and inertia forces and consequently different boundary conditions at point G. Therefore, in order to solve the motion equations, different mode shapes of Euler-Bernoulli beam are used for each of the four different motion types. Transverse vibration of the beams of the star can be written as a combination of mode shapes of the Euler-Bernoulli beam as follows: (34-1)
Therefore, variations of transverse vibration can be written as
Substituting Eqs. (34) and (35) 
By integrating the above equation along the length of the beams, using orthogonality of mode shapes and separating the equation due to coefficients δα ij (t), the following equations are obtained:
Note that Eq. (37) includes 3N number of independent motion equations. In addition, using Eqs. (34) and (35), the constraint Eqs. (24)- (29) can be written as 
Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (30), we have
To obtain the unknown parameters α im (t), x iG (t), and θ pi (t), motion Eqs. (31), (37), and (44) must be solved along with constraint Eqs. (38)- (43). In addition, the solution provides the constraint forces/moments or the Lagrange's multipliers.
Numerical Results
In this section, four case studies, each with a different type of motion, are considered as follows:
Case study 1: In place rotation
Case study 2: Rectilinear translation s 1 (t) = t 2 , s 2 (t) = −0.5t 2 , s 3 (t) = −0.5t 2 Case study 3: General plane motion
Case study 4: A specific rectilinear translation
In all four cases, it is assumed that the robot starts in the configuration shown in Fig. 2(a) . For each of the four case studies, three different groups of mode shapes are used to solve the analytical motion equations. For point G, three different boundary conditions, pinned, slide, and free, are assumed while for the free ends of the beams, points A, B, and C, we use only the free boundary conditions. Therefore, the first group uses pinned-free mode shapes, second uses slide-free mode shapes, and third uses free-free mode shapes. The results of the analytical method are also compared with FEM results. For each case study, the number of the mode shapes used in the analytical solution is 25 . Note that the different motions used for the four case studies cause the end-effector to reach its end of travel at different times. Therefore, the simulation time used for the four case studies varies between 0.4 and 0.5 s.
Case study 1
For case study 1, the robot configuration and the induced motion are symmetric. Therefore, as expected, the center point of the robot remains fixed and does not vibrate. See Fig. 8 . Next, vibration of the free ends of the beams, points A, B, and C, for case study 1 are considered. Figure 9 demonstrates the elastic tip displacement for point A. The vibration of points B and C for the other two beams are identical to that of point A and therefore are not separately shown.
As shown in Fig. 9 , for case study 1, more accurate responses are obtained using the pinned-free and free-free mode shapes than slide-free mode shapes. One important reason for this is that the slide-free mode shapes impose boundary conditions of zero first derivative and non-zero second derivative at the center of the star. However, in case study 1, the symmetric rotational motion causes center of the star to remain in a fixed position, fixed pin, and consequently use of slide-free boundary conditions is not correct. As expected, for case study 1, the most accurate response with respect to FEM solution is obtained using the pinned-free mode shapes. The deformed shape of the moving platform obtained at t = 0.5 s using the pinned-free mode shapes, is shown in Fig. 10 for case study 1. As expected, due to symmetrical motion about point G, the deformation of beams 1, 2, and 3 are identical. Amount of the three driving forces, F ai , obtained using pinned-free mode shapes for case study 1 is shown in Fig. 11 . Results are compared with the FEM results. Due to the symmetrical motion, the value of all three driving forces is equal.
Case study 2
The rectilinear trajectory used for case study 2 results in a translational motion in the X direction for the moving star. Elastic displacement of the point G measured in the rigid body coordinate systems is shown in Fig. 12 .
The rigid motion trajectory for case study 2 results in point G to vibrate. As intuitively expected and supported by the free-free, slide-free mode shapes and the FEM results shown in Fig. 12 , point G vibrates. However, point G does not vibrate when pinned-free mode shapes are used. Therefore, we can safely conclude that result of the pinned-free mode shape as shown in Fig. 12 is not correct. For case study 2, considering the overall behavior, the most accurate response with respect to FEM solution is obtained when the slide-free mode shapes are used. Next, elastic tip displacements for free ends of the three beams, points A, B, and C, are calculated and shown in Fig. 13 .
As shown in Fig. 13 , similar to the results shown in Fig. 12 , the assumption of the pinned-free boundary condition is not correct and considering the overall behavior, the most accurate response with respect to FEM solution is obtained when the slide-free mode shapes are used. The deformed shape of the moving platform obtained at t = 0.4 s using the free-free mode shapes, is shown in Fig. 14 . Note that the slope of all beams at point G is near zero while second derivative is non-zero. Therefore, the free-free mode shapes cannot satisfy this boundary condition at point G resulting in a less accurate solution. Amount of the driving forces, F ai , obtained using the slide-free mode shapes are shown in Fig. 15 . As can be seen from this figure, the results of the analytical solution closely follow the FEM solution.
Case study 3
Next, elastic displacement of point G for case study 3 is calculated. The elastic displacements measured in the three rigid body coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 16 .
Similar to the two previous case studies, elastic tip displacements for three beams are also calculated and shown in Fig. 17 . As can be seen from Figs. 16 and 17, for case study 3, the most accurate response with respect to FEM solution is obtained using the free-free mode shapes. The deformed shape of the moving platform obtained at t = 0.5 s using the free-free mode shapes, is shown in Fig. 18 for case study 3.
Note that the slope of all beams at point G is non-zero. This is one of the reasons why the slide-free mode shapes cannot satisfy this boundary condition at point G. Amount of the driving forces, F ai , obtained using the free-free mode shapes are calculated and shown in Fig. 19 .
As can be seen from Fig. 19 , the results of the analytical solution closely follow the FEM solution.
Case study 4
The rectilinear translational trajectory used in case study 4, causes beam 3 to only have an axial motion and consequently does not have any transverse vibration. Elastic displacement of the point G measured in the rigid body coordinate systems is shown in Fig. 20 . The rigid motion trajectory for case study 4 results in point G to vibrate. As intuitively expected and supported by the free-free, slide-free mode shapes, and the FEM results shown in Fig. 20 , point G vibrates in the x 3 direction. However, as intuitively expected and shown in Fig. 20 , point G does not vibrate when pinned-free mode shapes are used. Therefore, we can conclude that result of the pinned-free mode shapes as shown in Fig. 20 is not correct. Additionally, the free-free mode shapes impose boundary conditions of non-zero first derivative and zero second derivative at the center of the star. However, in case study 4, the specific translational motion causes slope of all three beams at point G, ∂w i /∂x i (0), to be zero while the second derivative for beams 1 and 2 at point G are non-zero. The slide-free mode shapes satisfy these boundary conditions at the center of the star. Therefore, for case study 4, the most accurate response with respect to FEM solution is obtained when the slide-free mode shapes are used. Next, elastic tip displacements for three beams of the moving platform are calculated and shown in Fig. 21 .
As shown in Fig. 21 , similar to the results shown in Fig. 20 , the assumption of pinned-free boundary condition is not correct and the most accurate response with respect to FEM solution is obtained when the slide-free mode shapes are used. The deformed shape of the moving platform obtained at t = 0.5 s using the slide-free mode shapes is shown in Fig. 22 for the case study 4. As expected, due to symmetrical motion along x 3 -axis, the deformation of beams 1 and 2 are identical, while deformation of beam 3 is zero. Amount of the driving forces, F ai , obtained using the slide-free mode shapes, are shown in Fig. 23 . (0, t) . Additionally, between the two natural boundary conditions, the second derivative is more important to satisfy than the third derivative.
In case study 1, motion of the star is symmetrical about origin O, therefore point G has a specific pinned behavior in which w i (0, t) = 0, ∂w i /∂x i (0, t) = 0, ∂ 2 w i /∂x 2 i (0, t) = 0, and ∂ 3 w i /∂x 3 i (0, t) = 0. Therefore, the pinned-free mode shapes which satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions at point G achieve the best accuracy. However, the free-free mode shapes satisfy the natural boundary conditions at point G. By applying the constraint equations of point G, in Section 4, the free-free mode shapes can be combined so as to satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions at point G. Therefore, the free-free mode shapes can also achieve the same accuracy of the pinned-free mode shapes. Note that because the slope of the slide-free mode shapes at point x i = 0 is zero, any combination of the slide-free mode shapes cannot satisfy the non-zero slope condition at point G. Therefore, the slide-free mode shapes cannot satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions at point G resulting in a less accurate solution.
In case study 2, motion of the star is rectilinear translation and point G moves along X axis causing point G to have a sliding behavior in which
Therefore, the slide-free mode shapes which satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions at point G produce more accurate results. Also, note that the free-free mode shapes have produced correct but inaccurate results. This is because, applying the constraint equations of point G, in Section 4, allow the free-free mode shapes to be combined and satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions at point G. However, the free-free mode shapes do not satisfy the natural boundary conditions at point G. This is because both the natural boundary conditions of the free-free mode shapes as well as any of their combinations at point x i = 0 are zero while in actuality natural boundary conditions at point G are non-zero. Therefore, the free-free mode shapes do not produce as much accuracy as the slide-free mode shapes.
In case study 3, the motion is symmetric neither about G nor about any of the x i axis. This causes point G to have a general behavior in which all boundary conditions are generally non-zero. Therefore, the used pinned-free and slide-free mode shapes induced incorrect geometrical boundary condition at point G. Additionally, these two groups of mode shapes have zero geometrical boundary conditions at point x i = 0, point G. Therefore, any combination of the pinned-free or slide-free mode shapes cannot meet the required non-zero geometrical boundary conditions at point G. As a result, these two groups of mode shapes do not produce an accurate solution for case study 3. In case study 3, the free-free mode shapes induced incorrect natural boundary conditions. However, what is more important is that they did not induce an incorrect geometrical boundary condition and therefore achieve a more accurate response.
In case study 4, motion of the star is symmetrical about x 3 axis. This results point G to have a slide behavior at x 3 direction in which for beam 1 and 2 we have w i (0, t) = 0, ∂w i /∂x i (0, t) = 0, ∂ 2 w i /∂x 2 i (0, t) = 0, and ∂ 3 w i /∂x 3 i (0, t) = 0. Considering the similarities between the boundary conditions between case study 2 and case study 4, we find that slide-free mode shapes achieve a more accurate response.
The pure translational motion discussed in case 4 assumed the robot starts at the origin of the fixed coordinate system, point O, and moves along beam i, in x i direction ( Fig. 24(a) ). Because of the resulting symmetrical motion, the vibration effect of the two other beams cancels each other and therefore beam i does not vibrate. This results in a sliding behavior for point G. If we have other translational motions, such as shown in Figs. 24(b) and 24(c) , then point G will have behavior similar to sliding behavior. Therefore, for the all cases shown in Fig. 24 , the slide-free mode shapes produce more accurate results compared with the other two groups of mode shapes.
Referring to the four case studies and the summary shown in Table I , we may conclude that the free-free mode shapes, except in one specific type of motion, achieve the most accurate results of the presented analytical model.
Conclusion
In the present study, an analytical model for dynamic and vibration analysis of a 3-PRP planar parallel robot with a flexible moving platform having passive prismatic joints was presented and solved using an approximate analytical method. First, the direct kinematics of the rigid robot as well as the acceleration due to elastic and rigid motion of an element of the moving platform was developed. Next, constraint equations for junction point of three flexible beams and prismatic joints were developed and used with previously developed motion equation of a single beam having a prismatic joint to obtain motion equations of the flexible moving platform. Constrained assumed modes method was used to obtain an approximate analytical solution. Using the Lagrange's multipliers, the generalized constraint forces were computed. Consequently, vibration of the robot and the inverse dynamic problem are simultaneously solved. The presented modeling can also be used to solve vibration of the robot along with direct dynamics problem. Additionally, the presented analytical model includes the effects of the mass, rotational inertia moment, and length of the prismatic joint.
Several motion trajectories of the robot, rotational, translational, and general planar motion, each inducing a different vibration behavior for the end-effector, were considered. Consequently, three different groups of mode shapes were investigated in the solution. It was shown that the free-free mode shapes resulted in better accuracy for all motions except a specific translational motion for which the slide-free mode shapes showed better results. Finally, to verify the analytical model and the solution, the robot was modeled using a commercial FEM software. It was shown that the analytical and the FEM software solutions closely followed each other.
